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This article presents a method for modeling discontinuities in a coax/a/transmis-

sion line. The methodology involves the use of a nonlinear least-squares fit program

to optimize the fit between theoretical data (from the model) and experimental data.

When this method was applied to modeling discontinuities in a slightly damaged

Galileo spacecraft S-band (21295-GHz) antenna cable, excellent agreement between
theory and experiment was obtained over a frequency range of 1.70-2.85 GFIz. The

same technique can be applied for diagnostics and locating unknown discontinuities

in other types of microwave transmission lines, such as rectangular, circular, and

beam waveguides.

I. Introduction

The Galileo spacecraft, launched on October 18, 1989,

is currently on its interplanetary journey to encounter

Jupiter in 1995. One of the important experiments to be
performed with this spacecraft in 1993 is the gravitational

wave experiment to support Einstein's General Theory of

Relativity.

Prior to launch, Galileo underwent environmental test-

ing in the Space Simulator at JPL. After these tests, it

was discovered that the S-band output power had dropped

about 0.2 dB at the transmit frequency of 2.295 GIIz.

More alarming were the radical changes observed in the
subsequent measured insertion loss versus frequency char-
acteristics of the S-band antenna cable. Instead of the

small peak-to-peak sinusoidal variations seen previously

on the pre-environmental test frequency response curves,

numerous nonperiodic humps and valleys (of unusual am-

plitudes) were seen on the post-environmental test curves.
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This author (consulting on an emergency basis) diag-
nosed the problem and provided a satisfactory mathemat-

ical model of the slightly damaged cable. This model de-

picted the Galileo cable as having developed crimps at
two different cable clamp locations, and reasonable agree-

ment between theory and experiment was obtained. Fur-

ther analysis indicated that if the magnitudes of disconti-

nuities doubled during Galileo's interplanetary journey to
Jupiter, an additional 0.2-dB loss increase would occur at

the 2.295-GHz transmit frequency, but this worst-case ex-

pected loss increase (0.4-dB total degradation) would still

be acceptable.

Based upon the author's satisfactory explanation of the
phenomenon, the Galileo Project decided that the S-band

cable did not have to be replaced, and the spacecraft was

shipped to Cape Canaveral on schedule. The decision not

to replace the cable was partially based upon the fact that

X-band (8.415 GHz) was the prime data channel for ra-



i dio science experiments and S-band was less important.
Now that S-band has become the prime data channel due

to problems with the X-band high-gain antenna, the ex-

pected S-band antenna performance characteristics should

be reanalyzed.

The purpose of this article is to transfer the technology

gained from the successful modeling of the discontinuities
in the Galileo S-band antenna cable. This technique can

be applied to obtaining models Of discontinuities in other

types of transmission lines, including rectangular, circular,

and beam waveguides. Once a good analytical model is de-

veloped, it can then be used for diagnostic purposes or for

analytical studies of worst-case situations. For example,
models of transmission lines with discontinuities can be

used to determine the effects of multiple reflections that

are known to degrade the frequency stability and noise

temperature performance of a receiving system.

The writing of this article was also motivated by the

desire to provide radio scientists and gravitational wave

experimenters with an accurate model of the damaged S-

band antenna cable on Galileo. Such a model might as-

sist in the error analyses of radio science data, should the
need arise in the near future. Discontinuities in a cable

give rise to multiple reflections that affect Doppler phase,
frequency, and group delay stability. Cable movement and

cable temperature changes can cause the phases of individ-

ual reflected waves to change, thereby affecting the overall

phase and amplitude of the output signal. Continued flex-

ing of the cable during Galileo's interplanetary journey to

:Iupiter can also make the magnitudes of the individual

reflections worse. An accurate model can help to estab-

lish error bounds (on radio science data) associated with

worst-case signal level and frequency stability degradation
situations.

In the following sections, the methodology is described

and then demonstrated by applying it to the Galileo cable
problem for which experimental data were already avail-

able. Comparisons are given showing results obtained with

a trial-and-error method versus the proposed new method.

U. Previous Models of the Galileo Cable

As was described in a 1989 report, 1 Model 1 was the

first trial model that was derived. It consisted of shunt sus-

ceptances (representing discontinuities) separated by dif-

ferent lengths of coaxial line. The first necessary step

z T. Y. Otoshi, "Galileo Cable Study Report," JPL Interoffice Mem-
orandum 3328-89-0108, (internal document), Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory, Pasadena, California, May 17, 1989.

of the modeling procedure was to obtain time domain
plots from measured S-parmneters over a frequency range

centered at the particular frequency of interest. The S-

parameters for the Galileo cable were obtained with tile

HP 8510B automatic network analyzer. Then the shunt

susceptance magnitudes _ and approximate locations of
discontinuities in the cable were estimated from the return

loss-time domain plots.

When the unaltered values (extracted directly from re-

turn loss-time domain plots) were used in Model 1, the

agreement between theoretical and experimental data was

poor. The parameters for the subsequently developed

Model 2 were almost the same as those of Model 1, except

that the line lengths between discontinuities were adjusted

slightly to cause all the individual reflection coefficients to

add up in phase at the input port at 2310 MHz. As can

be seen in Fig. 1, Model 2 provided satisfactory agreement

between theory and experimental data. Figure 2 shows

the equivalent circuit for Model 2. From this equivalent

circuit, it was determined that a total of four discontinu-

ities existed near the connector regions and cable clamp

locations (see Fig. 3).

The agreement between theory and experiment for

Model 2 was considered to be satisfactory (even very good)
in 1989. However, it was known then that the model was

incomplete because at least one more discontinuity had to
be added near one of the connectors. This was known be-

cause when all discontinuities were removed, except those

representing the connectors, the periodicity of the inser-

tion loss versus frequency curve was wrong, and there-

fore the agreement between the calculated and the pre-

environmental cable test data was not good. It appeared

that adding one more discontinuity in the connector region
closer to the end of the cable would have resulted in a bet-

ter model. However, further attempts to develop improved

models after adding an additional discontinuity and then

readjusting the line lengths (by trial and error) for a good
fit proved to be excessively time-consuming and fruitless.

It was clear that some type of least-squares fitting pro-

gram was required to obtain a better model. The effort to

obtain a better model was temporarily abandoned.

Ill. Computer Program

Although not tasked to find an improved model for the
Galileo cable, the author continued working on the prob-

lena on a low-priority basis because of his desire to learn

how to perform curve fits between mathematical models

2 See Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) in Appendix A.
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and experimental data. It is common practice just to fit

experimental data with polynomial curves because a poly-

noel curv_fifitting process is easy to perform and useful
for d_splaying trends and Calculating intermediate values.

What is no_t_ generally known, as has been pointed out
by C: Laws0n of JPL, is that it is almost as easy to per-

for_urve fits between experimental data and the theoret-

ical resUits from any mathematical model. If the physical

phenomenon associated with the experimental data can

be:__o_deT.e_ma_hematical!y _no matter how involved and
c0mplex)i-ih-en Curve fitting can be clone between theoret-

ica l and e_p-en_mental data through the use of a nonlin-
ear le_t-squares fi((_T-LSF-)-program. Variance, c0rreqh-
tion coefficients, and standard deviations can also be easily

computed from the residuals of the nonlinear curve-fitting

process.

A linear model is defined here as one whose coefficients

ai Can beexpresse d explicitly in the form

- - y(x) = a0 q- alfl(x) + a2f2(x) +...
(1)

-F aifi(z) +... "4-a, fn(x)

Polynomials are a subset of the general linear form given

by the above Eq. (1). A nonlinear model differs in that the

coefficients to be solved for (best-fitted) can be expressed

within any of the expressions for fi(x) or in almost any
mathematical form. As long as the program steps can be

written to calculate values of y(x) for input values of z,
t-he:n a fionlinear least-squares fit can be performed to solve
for the unknown coefficients.

L_With _awson'sasslstance, a sUbrOUtine computer pro-

gram was written to find a best-fit model of the Galileo

cable by using the existing InternationaIMathematical Sci-

entific Library (IMSL) NLSF computer program already
available on the UNIVAC at 3PL in 1989. The problem

with that program was that it did not allow the user to
specify bounds on the parameters to be adjusted and best-

fitted. Occasionally the IMSL program gave best-fit pa-

rameter results that were not physically realizable.

After further consultation with Lawson, it became clear

that JPL needed an improved NLSF program that could

be used for various types of ongoing modeling problems at
JPL. To fulfill this immediate need, Lawson performed an

extensive search of available NLSF programs in industry
and academic institutions. As a result, he recommended

the use of a particular NLSF program 3 that was later de-

3 This program was a later version of the original release of NL2SOL
by David Gay and Linda Kaut'man, now at AT&T Bell Labora-
tories.

scribed in another JPL publication [1]. This program was
unlike most available least-squares fit programs in that it

allowed the user to specify bounds on the parameters to be

best-fitted. This program has the additional advantages of

being public domain software and can be run on a personal

computer. The input data required for this program are

(1) the measured data; (2) the theoretical values for the
mathematical model calculated from a subroutine; and (3)

estimates of the nominal, upper, and lower bound values

of the parameters to be best-fitted.

The Fortran subroutine ultimately developed for the

Galileo cable-modeling study calculated the overall S-

parameters for a cable that had seven or more discontinu-

ities separated from each other by lengths of coaxial line
whose attenuation constant and relative dielectric constant

could be specified. Program steps were written to calculate

the S-parameters of a basic network consisting of a shunt

discontinuity and a length of lossy line. The equations for

two types of shunt discontinuities used in this study are

given in Appendix A. Another subroutine was written to

compute the overall S-parameters of two 2-port networks
that were cascaded. When the overall S-parameters of

two basic networks are cascaded, the cascaded network

becomes the equivalent 2-port that is cascaded with the

next basic network. The overall S-parameters are again

calculated and stored. This procedure was repeated until
all seven basic networks were cascaded.

The insertion loss in decibels of the final overall network

was then calculated from

IL = 20 log10 IS211 (2)

where S_1 is the S-parameter for the transmission coeffi-
cient of the overall cascaded network when terminated in

a nonreflecting load [2]. The insertion loss is computed

at each frequency to form the theoretical data set for the

model. Then comparisons are made with the experimental
insertion loss data file which was read into the program.

The parameters to be adjusted were (1) the discontinuity

magnitudes (in terms of shunt susceptance or capacitance

values) and (2) the line lengths separating the disconti-
nuities. The program finds the parameter values (within

the specified bounds) that give the best fit (using a least-

squares convergence criterion) between theoretical and ex-

perimental values. Even though the distances between the
discontinuities were allowed to be adjusted within speci-

fied bounds, the program was written so that the resulting

overall length of the cable for the model had to be equal

to the actual physical length of the cable.
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IV. Improved Models

After the development of Model 2, it was known that
additional discontinuities in the cables existed near the

connector interfaces. Examinations of detailed drawings

of the: c0nneC_or regions revealed locations of potei_tial dis-
continuities that were not taken into account in Model 2.

Figure 4 shows potential d_sc0ntinulties_ being the back

ends (or sharp edges) of the rigid Kynar sleeves located
about 2.9 inches from the faces of the cable connectors.

Bending of the cable at these points can cause crimps or

make permanent deep creases on the outer diameter. An-

other type of potential discontinuity occurs at the con-

necting regions (Fig. 5) where there are changes in diame-
ter dimensions and dielectric materials within the coaxial

transmission line.

When the NLSF program (described in Section III) be-
came available, new models were developed that included

the above-described discontinuities. Two likely equivalent

circuits for the cable discontinuities are (1) shunt capaci-
tances whose susceptance valuesare functionsoffrequen-

ciesand (2) capacitiveshunt susceptances whose values

do not change over the frequency of interest.The mod-

elscorresponding to these two types of discontinuitiesare
denoted as Models 3 and 4 and are describedbelow.

A. Model 3

Model 3 represents the cable discontinuities as

constant shunt capacitances. The constant shunt capac-
itance might occur in practice when the reduced outer di-

ameter of the cable is squashed over some physical length

(e.g., the cable clamp width). For this type of discontinu-
ity, the magnitude of Sll of the individual discontinuity

changes with frequency. For this model with nominal val-

ues, the final best-fit parameters determined by the NLSF

program are shown in Fig. 6. Note that the locations of

discontinuities of the model occur very close to actual lo-

cations of the cable clamps, the edges of the Kynar sleeve,
and the connector discontinuities.

Figure 7 shows the comparison between theoreticaland

measured insertionlosses.It can be seen that the agree-

ment issignificantlybetterthan that ofthe Model 2 fitted

curve shown in Fig. I. To obtain such a good fit,itwas

necessarytouse accuratevaluesofcableattenuationdue to

linelossesbetween the shunt discontinuities.Appendix B

describesthe procedure that was used to accurately de-

termine cable attenuation (minus connectors). Although

Model 3 appears to be an excellentmodel, itwas found

to .beincorrect.As may be seen in Fig. 8, when allthe

discontinuitiesare removed except the two outer connec-

tor discontinuities,the agreement between theory and the

pre-environmental test data becomes progressively worse

at the higher frequencies.

B. Model 4

Model 4 is based upon representing the discontinuities

as constant susceptance values over the frequency range of

interest. This type of discontinuity could be a deep crease,

or crimp, on the outer diameter of the cable. Such a dis-

continuity in practice can be created by bending the cable

against the edge of a cable clamp or the edge of a Ky-

nar sleeve. This type of discontinuity can be represented

as two shunt capacitances separated by a short distance

(less than 0.005 wavelength, or a single shunt susceptance,

as discussed in Appendix C). The overall equivalent 'cir_

cult and locations of the discontinuities along the cable

are shown in Fig. 9. Model 4 is the result of best-fitting 15

parameters (seven discontinuities and eight line lengths)

by using 101 frequency points for a frequency range of
1.7 to 2.85 GHz. The Model 4 discontinuity locations,

shown in Fig. 9, correspond very closely with the actual

locations of cable clamps, the edges of the Kynar sleeve,
and internal discontinuities of the connectors. The loca-

tions of the modeled discontinuities are estimated to be

within 4- 0.5 in. of the actual cable discontinuities. As

with Model 3, the line losses between discontinuities for

Model 4 were properly accounted for.

It can be seen in Fig. 10 that the theoretical values for

this model agree well (within 4- 0.02 dB) with experimen-

tal data. Good agreement between theoretical and exper-

imental return losses was also obtained, as can be seen in

Figs. 11-12. Figure 13 shows that when all internal discon-

tinuities except the two outer discontinuities are removed,

the agreement between the model and pre-environmental
test data is still excellent.

To ensure that Model 4 is, in all respects, the correct
model of the cable, the phases of $21 were considered, as

well as the magnitudes. However, attempts to fit both

magnitudes and phases to experimental data were unsuc-

cessful. Also, the attempt to do similar least-squares fit-
ting to the $11 and S_2 experimental data proved unsuc-

cessful. It was later revealed that special adapters had

been used to measure the reflection coefficients $11 and

S_2. When the effects of the adapters were gated out, 4

the measurement planes might not have been properly re-
ferred back to the connector interface planes of the cable, s

4See Hewlett Packard 8510B Operating Manual for a discussion of
gating techniques for the purposes of removing external disconti-
nuity effects from the measured S-parameter data.

s W. FolweU, personal communication, Spacecraft Telecommunica-
tions Equipment Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California, 1990.
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It is difficult to best-fit phase data if the measurement and

model reference planes do not coincide.

Due to tile difficulty of obtaining a good fit between the

theory and the model, based on both 5,-parameter ampli-

tude and phase data, another method was used to verify

the model. This method compared experimental and theo-
r:e_cM _clo_n_a_n-pi0t-s. _me_:domain plots require both

magnltude and phase reformation over a wide frequency

range. F'igures 14-16 show time domain plots for $21, $11,

and 5'22 data, respectively. Good agreement was obtained

for 5'21, but for the 5'11 and 5"22 time domain plots, the
reference planes had to be shifted by an amount approxi-

mately equal to the lengths of the special adapters used in

the measurement. The necessity to shift reference planes

for 5"11 and 5'22 is consistent with the possibility that the

measurement plane might not have been correctly refer-

enced back to the cable connector interface planes.

Despite the described difficulties with the reference

plane problem associated with the 5'11 and $22 time do-

main plots, good agreement was obtained for the $21 time

domain plot. One can conclude from the data presented
that Model 4 is an excellent representation of the Galileo
S-band cable after the environmental tests.

The sharp edges of the cable clamps and the Kynar

sleeves are the probable causes of the discontinuities on the

outer diameter of the cable. As was stated in the previ-

ously cited report, s the cable clamps should be redesigned

6T. Y. Otosh], op. cir.

SO that crimping or creasing will not occur when the cable

is bent against the clamps. It was also stated that only
a 0.02-in. reduction in outer diameter of the Galileo cable

could produce discontinuities of the magnitudes presented

in the models studied. For future spacecraft cables, the

edges of the currently rigid Kynar sleeves should also be

redesigned and be made flexible.

V. Conclusions

A model has been found that gives excellent agreement
between theory and experiment for the Galileo spacecraft
S-band antenna cable. The current model now has seven

discontinuities (including connectors) instead of four ob-

tained for the previous model.

The excellent results described would not have been

possible without the use of the NLSF program. This pro-

gram was easy to use, and formal documentation 7 is now

available. Engineers axe encouraged to use this program
for their modeling work.

The method presented here was demonstrated for a

coaxial cable, but the technique can be extended to the

modeling of discontinuities in other types of transmission

lines, such as rectangular, circular, and beam waveguides
(with a shroud).

_' Math77, Release 4.0, A Library o] Mathematical Subprograma ]or

Fortran 77, JPL D-1341, Rev. C (internal document), Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, California. May 1992.
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Appendix A

S-Parameters of a Basic Network

The basic network used in the modeling work is shown in Fig. A-1. The elements of the network are a capacitive

shunt susceptance followed by a length of lossy transmission line. The S-parameters for this network are

1 [ -jb 2e -_l ] (A-l)[S] = 2 -t- j---_ 2e -'rL -J be-_'rl

where b is the normalized shunt susceptance, 7 is the complex propagation constant and t is the line length.

For the Constant Capacitance Model

b = 2rfCZo (A-2)

where f -- frequency in hertz, C is the capacitance in farads, and Z0 is the transmission line characteristic

impedance in ohms.

For the Constant Shunt Susceptance Model, b = a constant. The nominal value of b for both models can be obtained

from experimental return loss-time domain plots by using the relationship

b= 2J&_l (A-3)
_/1- l&,i2

[SII[---- 10 -(RLxl20-AdBIIO) (A-4)

where RL1 is the positive decibel return loss value measured at port 1 and AdB is the positive decibel value for the
transmission line loss between the discontinuity and port 1.
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Appendix B

A Method for Determining Cable-Only Attenuation From Measurements
Made on a Cable Having Mismatched Connectors

When a cable has connectors, the method normally

used to determine the attenuation of a cable (minus its

connectors) is to calculate it from the slope of the mea-
sured insertion loss Versus frequency curve. When the

connectors are mismatched, this method yields an inser-

tion loss that is higher than the cable (minus connector)
attenuation. Accurate determination of cable attenuation

was critical for the modeling work that was done to obtain

the results presented in this article.

From Table B-I, whose equations were derived from

those given in [3],

[S221m,=x+ [S2_]min (B-2)
In221 _ 2

n 9%/'(1 -I_z_12)(1 -I 2;1")_.._IS211.,,,,, (B-3)
1-h

x/(1 -lezzl2) (z -In221_) e__,lIS211mi,, (B-4)
l+h

where

h =

Then from Eqs. (B-3) and (B-4), the average value of

]Sn[ is derived as

IS2_l.,,.,= IS2_l.,ax+ IS21lmin
2

(B-5)

1 - h_

But h 2 is normally less than 0.01 and can be dropped from

Eq. (B-5) so that

1S21I,,',,_ x/(1 - Itll Is) (1 - ]n22 I=)e-°t (B-6)

then the cable (minus connector) attenuation is

AdB = 20log10 e -_l

-- 20 log10 ]$21 [avg (B-7)

- 10log,0[(1- le_ll2) (1- I._1_)]

From the pre-environmental cable test data, it was found

that near 2 GIIz,

It,ll _ 0.075

]n221_ 0.066

and the average loss of the cable shown in Fig. 13 between
2.015 and 2.055 GHz is

20 lOgl0 ]$21 ]avg -- -0.557dB

Substitution of these values into Eq. (B-7) gives AdB equal
to --0.514 dB. The contribution of the mismatched connec-

tors from the last term on Eq. (B-7) is about 0.043 dB. For
the Galileo cable, the length of the section without con-

nectors is 59.647 in., so the attenuation of the cable (mi-

nus connectors) is -0.00861 dB/in. This calculated value
compares favorably with the stated manufacturer's data

of approximately -0.1 dB/ft or -0.00833 dB/in. How-

ever, it was not previously known that the manufacturer's

approximate value was close to the true value. Although

the corrections seem small, significantly better curve fits

between experimental and theoretical data (for Models 3

and 4) were obtained when the more accurate values of the

cable attenuation were used at each frequency.
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Appendix C

Equivalent Circuits of a Cable With a Reduced Outer Diameter Section

The equivalent circuits of the section of coaxial trans-

mission qlne with _ reduced outer diameter over length t

are shown in F-qg. (_-1. The '-' ' : of the,- ....... characteristic impedance
nominal and reduced sections Z01" and Z02, respectively,
are

• (c-2)

where D01and D02 are the diameters 5fthe outer conduc-

tors for the nominal and reduced sections, respectively.

The symbols Dn and Dl_ are the diameters of the inner

conductors for the nominal and reduced sections, respec-

tively, and e_ and e_ are the relative dielectric constants

of the media in the nominal and reduced sections, respec-

tively.

Using the equations for the equivalent circuit shown

in Fig. C-l(b) given by Beatty [4], the value of ISnl can

be calculated. That value is then used in Eq. (A-3) to

compute an equivalent shunt susceptance corresponding
to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. C-2(c). If length

g is very short (<0.005 wavelength), representing a crimp

or deep crease in the outer cable, then the discontinuity

should be represented as a shunt capacitive susceptance b

of constant value over the frequency range of interest. If

the length g is about (0.1--0.25 wavelength), or about equal

to the width of a cable clamp, then the equivalent b should

be represented as a shunt susceptance with a capacitance
of constant value.
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ta)

L/J.,_f//Jl///f//1 f

_///////////////I

•7/J/////////7//J/////J/'/,, _///////////////////_///// ,

(b)

Z01 C _ Z02 _ C Z01

(c)

--I I -- ,1J i F"-"-1

Zo_ jb [_ Zo_

1

Fig. C-1. Cable with s section of reduced outer diameter: (s)

phyelcel representation; (b) equlvalent clrcult wlth two capacitive
shunt discontinuities separated by s line length of reduced sec-
tion; end (c) equivalent circuit with a single shunt discontinuity

and equivalent line lengths.
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